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Cicci Hallström (text)
& Fredrika Ottosson (illustrations)

Children’s
Travel Book

Anna Lycke (text) & Jeanette Dahlström (photo)

Do the party
yourself!

Hard cover, 210 x 225 mm, 96 pp

Hard cover, 195 x 225 mm, 120 pp

Non-Fiction Children & Young Adults (ages 4-9)

Non-Fiction Children & Young Adults (ages 8-12)

A travelguide where the kids are your guides
Children’s Travel Book is full of children’s own tips and tricks for a journey and
experiences of different destinations. There are island hopping in Greece, hiking
in the Alps and celebrating Christmas with a barefoot Santa Claus in Thailand.
Charming illustrations are mixed with children’s own holiday snapshots in a
playful way.
In addition, the children tip you off on how to pack to make room for all the
exciting things found on the trip.
Children’s Travel Book is an inspiring and humorous book about travelling from
the perspective of the child. You will learn loads of things you’ve never thought
of, drift off and long for you own journey …
To top it all, at the end of the book you can fill in your own destinations!

This is not an ordinary cookbook:
it’s a book about pottering with food!
The queen of food styling, Anna Lycke, demonstrates how you can throw
great parties the year round all by yourself ! Grown-ups are not needed!
Invite your friends to a film-party, arrange your own Halloween party or treat
Granny to an unusual cake feast. Each party theme includes recipes, trimmings and decorations at different skills levels. Choose whichever suits you
best, the easiest and quickest, or the little more inventive.
In addition, you get expert help in video clips linked to the book, which you
will find with the help of the QR codes. Step by step, Anna shows, in the
clips, how to make the party all by yourself !

Anna Roos (text & photo)
& Kenneth Johansson (photo)

Anna Roos

Expedition
Wildlife

Who is the
Paste Thief?

Hard cover, 210 x 225 mm, 120 pp
Non-Fiction Children & Young Adults (ages 8-12)

Hard cover, 170 x 200 mm, 32 pp
Non-fiction Children (ages 3-6)

Get to know the largest bug in Europe
and the shy and mysteroius Lynx
Join us on an expedition in the Wild North! This is a book
that will make you an expert on Nordic animals like the
Wolf, the Moose and the Lynx. 25 of Swedens most significant animals are presented in this remarkable book, where
most of the pictures has been taken in the wild.
These animals also represents the 25 different provinces in
Sweden. And since some of the animals are thretaned, like
the Arctic Fox, you will learn what one can do, and must do,
to save them. This is an expedition you will never forget!

A charming detective story
Early one morning, Anton meets an angry hedgehog outside the
house. Someone has eaten the hedgehog’s liver paste! Anton promises
to catch the thief and sets out to find the culprit. Is it the owl? Or the
horse? Or could it be the neighbour’s pig?
Who is the Paste Thief ? is both a cute detective story and a funny
fact book for the youngest children. In his search for the paste thief
Anton comes across several animals that don’t eat liver paste at all,
but completely different things. So who has taken the hedgehog’s
breakfast?
Join in and solve the case of the paste thief !

Marc Eastmond (text) & Jonas Karner (illustration)

Better than
the best book
in the world

Björn Augustson (text) & Hanna Ekegren (illustration)

Suleman

and the strange day

Hard cover, 220 x 220 mm, 32 pp

Hard cover, 195 x 265 mm, 40 pp

Fiction Children (ages 3-6)

Fiction Children (ages 3-6)

Possibilities for co-editions in spring 2017

migrating birds,
She flew to other countries with eighteen
the tricky words.
and learned many new languages, even

in the world and reached so high,
She climbed the biggest mountain
a rainbow in the sky.
that she could paint new colours on

She sailed towards the sunset with a ship full of
strange creatures.
They taught her new exciting things she never
learned from teachers.

Captain Hook he challenged her to a duel by the
sword,
and when she won he gave her a big diamond in
reward.

An irresistible book on the magic of storytelling
A story on fear, prejudice and unexpected friendship
Suleman is angry. It´s raining cats and dogs and all the neighbours are running
around outside. They are annoying. And most annoying of all is the mailman. Why
is he even here? He never brings anything for Suleman anyway.
But then someting strange happens.
The mailman actually puts a letter in Suleman letterbox. It has to be a mistake! But
the letter is indeed for him. And before Suleman knows how, he´s on his way to a
party nextdoor and the strange day becomes weirder and weirder …
Suleman and the strange day is a charming book about the fact that what you first
believe, is usually not true …

It´s time for bed, but Pumpkin does not want to sleep. And she doesn´t want her
dad to read another book. She wants him to make something up himself. And so this
great story begins ...
The best book in the world is a playful book on the importance of fantasy and the
power of storytelling. All in a sparkling rhyme that will make you smile.
– And so the story ends, yep, that was it! said dad.
What did you think, was it ok, or was it really bad?
Tomorrow night I promise that I’ll read a book instead.
That’s when Pumpkin turned the lights off, closed her eyes and said ...
– I’m going to fall asleep now, and dream that I’m that girl.
Your story was much better ... Than the best book in the world.

Speja Förlag
– for curious and brave kids
”What’s that?” Probably the most frequently asked
question by children. And probably the most important one.
”Speja” is a Swedish word that has a lot of meenings:
to observe, to view, to notice, to watch … Which is exactly
what kids naturally do when they learn something new.
It also takes a lot of courage to learn new things and think
further ahead. That’s why Speja publish books for curious
and brave kids.
Speja can also mean to spy. Perhaps from a secret
hidingplace … Reading is both fun and exiting when you get
to learn new things. And if you have got your own book to
sneak away with, it can be magic!
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